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For citizen science games (CSGs) to be successful in advancing scientific research, they must effectively train
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a comparison of skill chain conceptualizations between players and developers and across prior literature;
(2) insights to the process of free recall in eliciting CSG skill chains; and (3) a preliminary toolkit of CSG
skill-based design recommendations based on our findings. We conclude CSG developers should: give the big
picture up front; embrace social learning and paratext use; reinforce the intended structure of knowledge;
situate learning within applicable, meaningful contexts; design for discovery and self-reflection; and encourage
practice and learning beyond the tutorial. Free recall was ineffective for determining a traditional skill chain
but was able to elicit the core gameplay loops, tutorial overviews, and some expert insights.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For citizen science games1 (CSGs) to be successful in advancing scientific research, they must train
and retain players via onboarding. Such training is often a non-trivial task. For example, Keep
describes how the Eterna project evolved over several years in increasing complexity, such that
new players “faced a considerable burden to engage meaningfully in the project” [48, p. 142]. Given
the steep learning curves present in these games, better tutorials are needed [28]. However, in
order to effectively train the players, developers first need to know what skills are actually required
by the game so that they can design tutorials to teach these skills. Discovering the skills a game
requires at an advanced level of play is also a non-trivial task, as players develop a professional
vision to reach expertise in CSGs [58]. One useful tool to this goal is a skill chain, which models
the hierarchical demands of the game’s tasks [16].
But first, we require some disambiguation. The term skill chain is closely related to a skill tree,
which is a game mechanic in roleplaying games that allows the player to customize their character’s
abilities by selecting from branching options of ability unlocks or upgrades. A skill tree (which
might be more appropriately thought of as an ability tree or upgrade tree) differs from a skill chain
in that the nodes refer to character abilities rather than player skills.2 Skill chains, on the other
hand, were defined by game designer Dan Cook [16] who coined the term “skill atom” to refer to an
atomic player skill and “skill chain” as a hierarchical list of skill atoms, such that later skills require
prior skills.3 In this way, skill trees model the game state while skill chains model the player.
Skill chains can serve three purposes. First, they provide an outline for what skills need to be
introduced during onboarding and in what order based on skill dependencies. Second, they can
help developers identify breakdowns [43] during playtesting by enabling developers to isolate
where in the chain of skills the player is failing to progress. Finally, skill chains can be useful as a
player-facing tool to help them track and understand their progress. For example, Tondello and
Nacke applied a skill chain to gameful education to help students recognize and practice their
skills [69].
Yet, this raises the question: is a skill chain primarily for describing expertise or the path to
expertise? In a sense, it is both, since one who learns and applies the skills used by experts (and all
of their prerequisites) will almost by definition become an expert theirself. A skill chain is both
the curriculum and the job requirements: it describes what learners need to know as well as what
skills are used by experts.
By modeling what the player needs to know via the development of a skill chain, CSG designers
can better create effective tutorials and onboarding systems. This, in turn, better prepares the player
for the CSG tasks, which improves retention as well as data quality and quantity of the scientific
output.
1 Games

which crowdsource scientific advancement, see [18].
to this meaning is the “tech tree” (sometimes research tree) of 4X games in which players upgrade the knowledge
capital, such as science and technology, of their faction over time.
3 Given the usage of “chain” as opposed to “tree,” one might think that a chain is non-branching; however, this has not
been the usage of the term in previous literature. For consistency, we also use the term “skill chain” to refer to the entire
composition of player skills, despite the fact that it branches like a tree.

2 Related
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However, determining the skill chain of a game is an arduous process. Previous work attempting
to extract knowledge about the skill chain of a CSG through Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) proved
to be an intensive task [39].
A much simpler, potentially cheaper strategy to develop a skill chain would be directly asking
the expert players to draw the skill chain as they understand it. This direct, unguided approach is
typically avoided in CTA literature because it can lead to reduced or less structured results [13].
However, two critical factors differ in this context. First, rather than an interview or task diagram,
the output we are looking for is a skill chain, which may inherently structure the problem for the
players. Second, video games are more structured than typical domains: for example, the game
is divided into levels, has an explicit tutorial, and has an explicit goal with immediate feedback.
For these reasons, we sought to test the efficacy of free recall in this context in the hopes that this
method would be an easy but effective means of developing a skill chain.
While considering how players view the skill chain, we are also curious how developers view
the skill chain. Are developers’ and players’ understandings complementary, able to be merged
into a cohesive skill chain? Moreover, does the existing skill chain model accurately capture the
way players and developers conceptualize skills?
This study has two goals. First, we aim to explore how players and developers conceptualize
the skills gained through play, such as to investigate if their mental models align with each other
and/or with the skill chain model. Second, we aim to test the efficacy of free recall in the direct
elicitation of skill chains for CSGs, since free recall might be more effective than usual in this novel
context. We address the following research questions:
RQ1. How do players and developers conceptualize the skills gained through play?
RQ2. How effective is free recall as a method for directly eliciting the skill chain of a CSG
from players and developers?
To answer these research questions, we elicited skill chains from 16 players and 6 developers of 3
CSGs: Foldit, Eterna, and Eyewire. We additionally member-checked [22] with 11 of the participants
via semi-structured interviews to confirm our thematic analysis of the skill chains. We found that:
(RQ1) players and developers conceptualized skills in four ways — tutorial-oriented, core loop,
stream of thought, and WYSIATI;4 (RQ2) direct elicitation was comparable to the efficacy of free
recall in other contexts for the purpose of understanding a game’s skill chain; however, it was
effective for eliciting the core gameplay loop, tutorial overviews, and some expert insights from
their recent gameplay experiences, which may be of value in early-stage analysis of a game and
its skill chain. In this way, our method is useful for studying existing games rather than for the
development of new games for which there are not yet any expert players. Given the cost of skill
chain development, it is arguable (albeit, for future work) whether there is any value in considering
the skill chain of a game in development, both because the skills needed might change as the game
grows and because expert players will inevitably use different skills and strategies than developers
intended.
Our three main contributions are: (1) a comparison of skill chain conceptualizations between
players and developers and across prior literature (i.e., the skill chain models of Cook [16] and
Deterding [26]); (2) insights to the process of free recall in eliciting CSG skill chains; and (3) a
preliminary toolkit of CSG skill-based design recommendations based on our findings.
2 BACKGROUND
This work is situated within the context of iterative playtesting for onboarding design through
player design of skill chains. However, much of the background on playtesting, onboarding, and
4 What
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player design are beyond the scope of this paper, with one notable exception. In the games industry,
developers at Jagex Limited (creators of the MMORPG RuneScape) have experimented with crowdsourced player design with mixed results [57]. Relevant to this work, they found that crowdsourced
design has benefits to player engagement but is limited in two major ways: (1) which players are
willing to engage with player design, and (2) what ideas are generated from players. These findings
can be seen as potential limitations to using the current methodology for generating design ideas,
a conclusion which is backed by the results of this study as well.
2.1

Skill Learning in Citizen Science Games

Citizen science games are gameful or gamified applications that contribute to scientific research
through the act of playing. This can include, for example, gamified collecting or classifying data,
or games about solving novel, complex problems through human computation [73]. Most prior
work on citizen science games has focused on data quality (e.g., [59, 67]) or participant motivations
(e.g., [23, 44, 45]). Recently, however, researchers have been increasingly interested in the learning
and expertise development that participants experience to solve these incredibly difficult problems
[28, 48, 58]. Perhaps the earliest of this work was Andersen et al. [3] who investigated better tutorial
design (to mixed results) for educational and citizen science games. Miller et al. [55] later built on
this work to further examine tutorial design, concluding that the identification and development
of player expertise is a key component of CSG design. Ponti et al. [58] use Goodwin’s notion
of a professional vision [34] to show how expert CSG players have developed new professional
domains of expertise. Keep [48] studied Eterna longitudinally across several years, documenting its
increase in complexity and emphasizing that knowledge organization, representation, and sharing
are critical components of a successful CSG in order to onboard new players to an existing complex
domain. Finally, Díaz et al. [28] surveyed CSG player experiences and found players expressing a
lack of understanding, an acknowledgement of steep learning curves, and a need for better tutorials.
Equally importantly, all of these factors co-occurred with discussion of engagement, often the
losing of interest. In summary, recent work has begun uncovering the need for better training of
CSG participants which remains an ongoing issue. Toward this goal, the present study explores
the development of skill chains as a means to help designers create better tutorials by identifying
which skills are prerequisites and common practices of expert play.
2.2 Cognitive Task Analysis in Games
Broadly speaking, this study is a Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA), of which there are many varieties
of methods and purposes [21]. Specifically, we focus on analyzing how one gains expertise at a
particular (game) task. The most similar study was conducted recently by Hesketh and Deterding
who applied grounded theory to investigate how novice to intermediate players gain expertise in
team-vs-team esports games [36]. Their findings highlighted three aspects of gaining expertise in
games: learning processes (identifying knowledge/skill gaps, consuming and internalizing information, applying knowledge/skills in new contexts or combinations, and practicing knowledge/skills),
learning tools (game modes, add-ons/extensions, streaming services, forums and other communication channels, and statistics services), and learning goals (basic controls, game mechanics, motor
skills, strategies, game-meta, non-game-specific knowledge/skills, and meta-learning skills).
2.3 Expertise and Expertise Modeling
Much has been researched about the cognitive differences between experts and novices. In chess,
for example, experts are able to more quickly memorize board positions by chunking relations
using cognitive schemata they have learned over time; expert chunks were empirically found to
capture more data, and some evidence suggests they may have been able to retain more chunks in
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memory [11]. Building on this “perceptual chunking” hypothesis, researchers have studied how
expert and novice physics students create problem representations of physics problems [12]. They
found that experts’ representations are more abstracted in the principles of the domain — including
schemata for solution methods — while novices rely on surface features of problems.
In HCI, further work has been done to characterize mental models, such as the Knowledge
Component (KC) model [2]. In this framework, a KC represents a cognitive unit, such as a fact or
procedural skill. Related to the current study, Harpstead and Aleven have applied the KC model
to educational games in order to empirically analyze the learning curve of a game [2]. Using this
method, they were able to help the designers refine the game based on new understandings about
the skills players were using; however, the authors note that this method requires a large amount
of player data for the statistical techniques employed. Notably, prior to Harpstead and Aleven’s
study, no research has looked at identifying or correcting designers’ potential misconceptions
about the skills they believe are used in their game [2]. The present study thus builds on Harpstead
and Aleven’s work to continue looking for ways to refine the designers’ model of player skills. We
explore direct elicitation of skill chains as a potential method for identifying these misconceptions
without the high cost of large amounts of player data.
There have also been studies on expertise in games specifically, such as on the skills used by
professional esports players [29] (and, on the other hand, learned by novices [36]), social and
metagame aspects of expertise [27], learning curves and the habits of experts [41], and the markers
of “extreme expertise” [52]. However, few of the previous works have looked at learning or expertise
for the purpose of skill modeling or tutorial refinement, opting instead to be descriptive of what
expertise is or how learning happens. The present study aims to produce both descriptive and
prescriptive results, enabling CSG designers to improve their existing onboarding structures by
unpacking how players and developers mentally model the game and how knowing those mental
models can influence better tutorial design.
2.4

Skill Modeling

The skill chain model was originally proposed by game designer Dan Cook in 2007 [16]. Each skill
atom consists of a player action which leads to a system response (simulation) followed by feedback
on how the system state has changed, ultimately resulting in the player updating their mental
model of their interactions with the game. Cook further adds that skills can be mastered, partially
mastered, unexercised, active, or “burnt out” (i.e., the player becomes disinterested in exploring
further skills built on this atom). More “advanced elements” of the skill chain include pre-existing
skills, those gained prior to beginning the game, and red herrings, which “will never result in a
useful in-game skill, but ... still evokes the pleasure of partial mastery in the player” [16].
In 2015, Deterding built on Cook’s model with the additional consideration of the player’s motivation [26], which is especially practical in the consideration of serious game design. Deterding’s
list of skill atom components included (player) goals, (player) actions, (game) objects, (game) rules,
(game) feedback, (game) challenge, and (player) motivation.
Both Cook and Deterding consider the atomic skill to be an action. When this assumption is
held, skill chains become algorithmic, and in fact previous work has attempted to apply skill-based
algorithms consisting of atomic actions as a way to automatically playtest the skills required in
a game [40]. However, in the realm of player behavior modeling, skills can be actions, tactics,
or strategies [6]. Bakkes, Spronck, and van Lankveld define tactics as “short-term/logical game
behaviour as composed of a series of game actions,” while strategies are “long-term/global game
behaviour as composed of a series of game tactics” which may span the entire game or multiple
games [6].
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Though beyond the scope of this paper, skill modeling also sees representation in Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITS), such as via Bayesian Networks (BN), Case-Based Reasoning (CBR), and
Partial Ordering Knowledge Systems (POKS) [25, 33, 38]. This has been applied, for example, to
automatically generate a partial ordering of practice problems for language learning [74]. However,
this process requires already knowing the skills to be introduced. This study focuses on the previous
step: understanding the skills and dependencies involved in the task.
Cowley and Charles offer another means of conceptualizing player modeling of game actions:
“Behavlets” [20]. In short, rather than dividing behavior into the atomic skills to be learned and
applied, Behavlets capture the atomic player behaviors of a game: the significant, psychologicallyinformative features of gameplay. However, Cowley and Charles mean to use this model as a way
of analyzing player traits and codifying player behaviors, rather than understanding expertise or
the progression thereof. Future work may be interested in combining these approaches by using
codified atomic behaviors as a means of measuring skill usage and mastery.
2.5

Applications of skill chains

Some work on educational games has focused on knowledge tracing, which is effectively measuring
the mastery of each skill atom in a skill chain for a particular player based on performance [47, 56].
Kantharaju et al. [47] define the skill chain using the CTA methodology of Horn, Cooper, and
Deterding [39] (discussed below) and define successful skill usage through binary behavior metrics,
similar to the Behavlets approach [20]. For example, the skill “Testing before submitting” is defined
by the behavior “Player tests before submitting.”
Another study operationalizes Dan Cook’s skill atom theory to implement Talin, a dynamic
tutorial framework in the Unity game engine [5]. In this framework, each skill atom in the skill
chain (manually defined by designers) holds a mastery scalar. The designers then add detectors to the
game world which detect opportunities to use skills: while a player doesn’t take this opportunity to
use the skill, mastery decays. If, instead, the player exercises the skill, mastery increases. Detectors
can also trigger predetermined hints (such as pop-up text or visual cues) dynamically based on the
mastery values.
Within serious gaming, a new dimension of skill is introduced. Game mechanics are not always
perfectly integrated with the serious mechanics (e.g. educational content, human computation
tasks, or citizen science tasks; cf. [4, 35]). For this reason, Sarkar and Cooper [61] developed a
disjoint skill model for simultaneously tracking game skills and task skills. Through this disjoint
modeling, they were able to introduce players to overall more difficult tasks via more nuanced
dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA).
Lastly, skill chains have been applied within Foldit [40]. Horn et al. produced AI “Stratabots”
which attempted to complete the tutorial levels using only certain skills, thus validating whether
the tutorial levels in fact taught the skills that the developers meant to require of the player. Notably,
the authors found that using only a couple of basic game mechanics, a player is able to complete
many tutorial levels without needing more advanced skills, which suggests some inefficacy in
Foldit’s current tutorial levels.
2.6

Designing skill chains

Most prior work on skill chains has assumed the developers can manually generate the skill chain.
However, this process doesn’t take into account empirical player behavior. Horn [38] writes:
“Scarcely any game research methods exist to empirically deduce the skill chain of a game
from actual player experience, assess to what extent the skills and ideal sequencing order
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Fig. 1. Games studied: Foldit (Left), Eyewire (Center), and Eterna (Right). Screenshots taken by the first
author.

predicted by a model matches the skills it requires from players, assess the efficient acquisition of those skills by players, or the optimal learning hierarchy. This risks overlooking
essential skills, not introducing them to players, or introducing them in a sub-optimal
sequence.”
To address this, Horn, Cooper, and Deterding attempted to elicit skill chains via (Skill-Based)
Cognitive Task Analysis (SBCTA) [39]. This process involved semi-structured interviews with
video-aided recall of play sessions. Interviewers attempted to “elicit procedural and automated
knowledge around low-level gameplay as well as representational decision-making and strategy
skills” [39, p. 281]. Through analysis, the authors make six conclusions which are relevant and
generalizable to the current study: (1) novices were more valuable than experts in identifying
low-level interface and gameplay skills, (2) skill dependencies are unclear and confounded by level
design, (3) the distinction between procedural and strategy skills is fuzzy, (4) skill chain analysis
surfaces low-level and pre-existing skills, (5) skill chains run together in a core mechanic, and (6)
skill chains remain flat.5 Ultimately, the authors conclude that the CTA methodology produced
something too raw and unstructured (Seth Cooper, personal communication, 2019), making it
difficult to merge the results into a usable skill chain [39].
Therefore, the current study is a direct extension of prior work eliciting skill chains from players.
In an effort to find a scalable but empirical way to determine skill chains, Horn et al. [39] attempted
CTA but found it too intensive as a method. Early knowledge elicitation methods suggest that “the
most direct way to find out what someone knows is to ask them” [17]. Thus, the current study
takes a more direct approach: rather than eliciting the skills via interviews with video-aided recall,
can we simply ask the players directly what the skills and skill dependencies are?
In this way, our method of direct elicitation is related to free recall. Although unaided free
recall has been shown to produce only 30% of an expert’s knowledge (cf. the 70% rule [14]), we
hypothesized that eliciting video game skills may be a different enough context for this rule to no
longer apply. That is, because video games are more explicit than typical CTA contexts about the
skills an expert learns — such as by dividing the game into levels, having explicit tutorials, and
providing more overall structure to the task and user interactions — we hypothesized that video
game skills may be easier to elicit directly than skills from other domains of expertise. However, as
detailed in the Discussion, this hypothesis was not supported.

5 i.e.,

having many skills that share prerequisites rather than long chains of dependencies.
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METHODS

The three games examined were Foldit6 [19], Eterna7 [50], and Eyewire8 [68], chosen to be a
representative sample of CSGs. Methods were approved by the appropriate Institutional Review
Board.
3.1

Descriptions of Games Studied

Foldit is a 3D puzzle game where players attempt to fold a protein into a better shape in order to
get a high score, through a combination of actions like shaking, wiggling, pulling, and running
programmable scripts to combine these actions. Eterna has a very similar scientific goal, but is a
2D puzzle game. The primary actions of Eterna are mutating base pairs of RNA (sometimes by
programmable scripts) in order to try to make the expected structure of the RNA match the desired
target structure. Both Foldit and Eterna are driven by folding simulation engines to calculate the
energy of the fold. Although not technically accurate, readers can think of these engines as similar
to how the physics engines of commercial games simulate gravity in order to model platforming
and other game interactions. Lastly, Eyewire is a 3D puzzle where players attempt to color in a
3D model of a neuron based on data from 2D slices. Success is determined based on other players’
choice of coloring and an initial seed by Eyewire’s task-assignment AI [51].
3.2

Participants

Players (16) were recruited through purposive sampling. Expert players (12) — and one Foldit
novice — were contacted online via in-game messaging systems and game forums. The remaining
three Foldit novices were recruited from university students via online mailing and messaging lists,
e.g. Slack and Discord, and screened to be at least 18 years old and without ever having played
Foldit. To protect the anonymity of our participants (and because we don’t expect expertise to
be affected by these variables) no other demographic data were collected, such as age or gender.
However, based on information that participants have publicly released (such as on their profile
pages within the game), we believe our participants to be an accurate representation of the CSG
player population as described by Curtis [24] in her synthesis of 13 studies containing demographics
of CSG players: participation is biased strongly toward older, Western, well-educated males from
developed countries (primarily within the U.S. and Europe), with disproportionate biases toward
IT-related professions. Although we do not have specific data on all of our participants, our sample
is — to our knowledge — reflective of the known demographics of CSG players.
We also did not ask participants for a specific description of their level of expertise, since we
expected our sample to be too small for these data to be meaningful. However, member-checking
interviews and public information from player profiles (where available) revealed that experts
tended to range in experience anywhere from 1.5 to 11 years, varying as well with the age of the
game itself — experts of Foldit, the oldest game, tended to have at least 5 years of experience.
Players were offered a $15 (USD) Amazon gift card as remuneration. Developers (6) consisted of
collaborators on this project and had the option to contribute to and be co-authors or acknowledgements on this work. The primary analysis in this work was carried out by one of the Foldit
developers who is an author. As a form of member-checking [22], 11 participants were interviewed
in a semi-structured format about their skill chain and play experiences.

6 https://fold.it/

7 https://eternagame.org/
8 https://eyewire.org/
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Fig. 2. The example skill chain shown to players. This simple chain was constructed by the researchers for
the purpose of example.

Game
Foldit
Eyewire
Eterna
Total

Novice players
4 (1)
0
0
4 (1)

Expert players
6 (3)
3 (1)
3† (3)
12 (7)

Developers
2
1
3‡ (3)
6 (3)

†

One player (P16) submitted two skill chains; we count this as one chain but refer to them as P16a and P16b.
All three developers of Eterna were first avid Eterna players before becoming developers, granting them a unique
perspective to the game’s workings.
‡

Table 1. A summary of participants and data in the study. The table lists a count of skill chains; a count of
member-checking interviews are listed in parentheses. In total, the study involved 16 players, 6 developers, 23
skill chains, and 11 semi-structured member-checking interviews.
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Procedure

3.3.1 Skill Chains. Expert players and developers were referred to Cook’s Gamasutra article9 on
skill chains (including his Tetris example) and an example skill chain of Mario (see Figure 2). Then
they were asked to generate their own chain, such as by using the diagram-making tool draw.io,10
although some participants opted to submit a plaintext file, spreadsheet, or diagram made with
other software. Three Foldit novices followed a similar procedure in-person, but before generating
a skill chain they were brought to a computer in a quiet, comfortable room to play the Foldit tutorial
for 30 minutes followed by a science puzzle for 10 minutes.
3.3.2 Interviews. Experts, developers, and the Foldit novice recruited online were contacted for
interviews as described in Section 3.2. Interviews were semi-structured with the intent to elicit
insights about the cognitive process of making their skill chain and other conceptualizations of
skills, such as what their first and most recent skills learned were and how they might re-imagine
the game’s tutorial to better teach the skills necessary for expert play. Each interview lasted
approximately one hour.
3.3.3 Data Collected. As shown in Table 1, our final dataset consisted of 23 skill chains from 16
players and 6 developers, as well as 11 interviews (approximately 11 hours of transcribed audio)
from 8 of the players and 3 of the developers.
3.4

Analysis

We first performed a multi-coder codebook thematic analysis [8, 10] on the 23 skill chains specifically
to answer the research question “How do players and developers conceptualize the skills needed to
play CSGs?”. This work is theoretically framed from a constructionist perspective that assumes
people create mental models to understand the world around them [63]. Moreover, we acknowledge
that we also bring in assumptions about how learning happens through games as transmitted by
the mass culture of gaming and game tutorials.
This theoretical approach led us to a deductive analysis driven by (1) our research questions and
(2) constructionist theories of learning. We additionally took a critical orientation to sense-making
for this analysis. However, we include an element of critical realism to our approach in that we were
open to the data providing evidence against our assumption that their experiences are mentally
modeled in this way. Therefore, we code both for semantic and latent meaning in order to capture
the player and developer experiences as well as how these experiences might be interpreted through
the lens of constructionist learning, skill modeling, and common game design theory [16, 26, 62].
For a preliminary, exploratory analysis, the generated skill chains were iteratively coded by three
coders.11 The coders independently familiarized themselves with and coded the data according to
the research question, holding the assumption that each node (i.e., atomic skill) of the skill chains
produced would be given exactly one label from a set of categories (i.e., node/skill types, cf. [6]).
The coders then convened to discuss their labels and revise the shared category set based on (1)
relevance to the dataset as a whole, (2) generality where applicable, and (3) specificity (avoiding
“bucket” labels), with the assumption being that each category should be significantly and generally
representative within the data but distinct from other categories. After five rounds of iteration the
categories stabilized, at which point the primary coder performed the remaining analysis following
9 https://www.gamasutra.com/view/feature/129948/the_chemistry_of_game_design.php

10 https://app.diagrams.net/
11 One

skill chain was provided by the primary coder as a developer. The other two coders were neither players nor
developers.
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Braun and Clarke’s reflexive methodology [8, 9], generating individual codes which were then
aggregated into themes.
This second analysis, performed by the primary coder only, dropped the assumption that each
node would have exactly one label. Instead, it examined two perspectives. First, when holding the
assumption that players and developers conceptualize skills as proposed by the skill chain model,
how do the defined categories help interpret the skill chains elicited? Second, when freed of the
assumption that players and developers rely on an underlying skill chain model, in what ways do
they actually conceptualize their skills and game learning experiences? This analysis took four
additional iterations through the data and resulted in a total of 164 unique codes which were then
aggregated into 18 distinct sub-themes across 4 major themes. These themes were then revised
using the interview transcripts to guide the final phase of analysis, i.e., to ensure that the themes
were consistent with participants’ reported experiences in the interviews.
For validation of our methodology and future research, anonymized skill chains and an analysis
audit trail12 are available at: https://osf.io/4evfk/.
4

RESULTS

When maintaining the assumption that players and developers would generate a skill chain, the
codebook analysis yielded nine conceptualizations — or categories of nodes — that existed in the
diagrams of players and developers modeling their game: Actions, Practice, Procedures, Strategies,
Guidance, Discoveries, Social, Objects, and Motivation (see Table 2 for descriptions and examples).
Several participants (notably, only expert players) categorized their own nodes and provided
a legend for their skill chains, which we examined as another form of member-checking the
categories generated. The participant legends are compared to the generated categories in Table
3. All generated categories can be mapped to an item in someone’s legend, and conversely all
items across all legends can be mapped to the generated categories. Therefore, we conclude that
the categories are grounded in the players’ conceptualizations of categories as well. In this table,
we also compare the generated categories to previously modeled skill atoms from Cook [16] and
Deterding [26].
4.1

Themes

Following a reflexive thematic analysis approach [8, 9], the primary coder generated four major
themes from the data, supported by evidence from member-checking interviews. Notably, the
thematic analysis did not capture the skill knowledge itself, as a content analysis might provide.
Instead, we focus on RQ1: How do players and developers conceptualize the skills gained through
play? This aim of understanding skill conceptualization meant that our analysis was more focused
on latent structural and psychosocial features than surface content. The closest we come to the
content itself comes in the first theme which describes the participants’ acquisition of expertise.
This theme was termed Experts are Experiential Learners because the experts’ knowledge was
framed experientially in the context of how the experts learned the game behavior they perform
(i.e., through observation and gaining an expert’s intuition, then applying what they absorbed).
The second theme could also be considered part of a skill chain, though to a less helpful extent.
This theme was termed The Process of Playing because it captures how participants would describe
the objective, fundamental interactions of the game. This information is useful in four cases: (1)
instructing new players, (2) reminding developers what is necessary to teach, (3) onboarding
external developers to the pre-existing instructional design, and (4) understanding the players’
expression and structure of this information (as described later, seeing the instructional design
12 For

privacy, please contact the first author for access to anonymized interview transcripts.
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Category

Description

Example*

Actions

Any tool or in-game ability the player can use; a single
player input

Freeze

Practice

The act of repetition or continual play, especially with Practice coloring
a focused goal, often to sharpen soft skills in the game

Procedures

A specific sequence of actions or a combination of in- Rubber bands pull
puts
sheets together

Strategies

A high-level plan for reaching a goal; unlike Proce- Hand fold[ing]
dures, a Strategy does not specify a particular sequence
but instead provides heuristics and guidelines such as
if/then statements with freedom regarding how the
goals are to be executed; this category also includes
specific decisions made during the strategizing process

Guidance

Any instruction or assistance provided to a player, ei- Press W to wiggle the
ther from the game (such as tutorials, feedback, tooltips, protein
and paratexts such as wikis), or between players (such
as mentorship)

Discoveries

Any observations which affect the player’s mental Clashes ... are bad
model, such as learning new game rules, experiencing
epiphanies about the effectiveness of different strategies, or noticing informative details in the game state

Social

Collaborations, competitions, or communications with
other players

Objects

Any specific game element, resources, or in-game enti- Score
ties and concepts

Motivation

Any goal, reward, or other motivating factor that the Rank seeking
player considers; these are combined because the player
uses motivation to inform a goal which leads to a reward which satisfies the motivation in a continuous,
repeating cycle

Competition is fun

Table 2. Label categories produced by three coders via codebook thematic analysis: nine conceptualizations
of the skill process with examples from the data. *All examples are from Foldit skill chains except “Practice
coloring” from Eyewire.

through the lens of the players’ experiences may provide new insights for iterative design). The
third theme captures a latent conceptualization that both players and developers consider the
tutorial to be a static, objective experience affecting all players equally, termed Tutorials as Passive
and Standard. The last theme captures the “why” and “how” of the skill chains elicited, including
information given by the participants on player motivations and how the skill chains elicited were
structured, termed Knowledge Framing.
4.1.1 Experts are Experiential Learners. Expert players, especially of Foldit, commonly described
their learning process and their currently known skills. Most of their comments to this effect fell
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Cook’s Atoms

Deterding’s
Atoms

P11, Eyewire
Player Legend

P6, Foldit
Player Legend

P9, Foldit
Player Legend

P10, Foldit
Player Legend

Actions

Action

Actions

Player Action

Action

Controls /
Actions

Player Action

Practice

-

-

-

Investment
(personal & community)

-

-

Procedures

-

-

-

-

Side Issues*

-

Strategies

-

Challenges**

Player Decision

-

-

-

Guidance

Feedback

Feedback

-

-

Definition /
explanation

Veteran /
Science Input

Discoveries

Modeling

Rules**

-

-

-

Player thought

Social

-

-

-

Social

-

-

Objects

Simulation

Objects

Game
Information

-

Concepts

Visual Element

Motivation

-

Goals,
Motivation

-

Incentives

-

-

*This item was used to define simple problem-solution mappings (e.g., how to control the camera if you can’t see your protein), notably using the language
of a prototypical novice’s journey to expertise.
**From a player’s perspective, the rules are discovered and strategies are developed to overcome challenges. Therefore, rules and discoveries are two sides of
the same process, as are challenges and strategies.

Table 3. (Left) A comparison of previous skill atom models to the current category set derived from nodes
used by our participants. (Right) A comparison of the label categories produced to the categories provided in
legends by players and developers, as a form of member-checking. Interestingly, all legends included some
notion of the player’s actions, and most had a notion of game elements. All categories generated in this study
can be mapped to an item in someone’s legend, and conversely all items across all legends can be mapped to
categories generated in this study. Therefore, our categories are necessary and sufficient for capturing both
traditional skill models and diverse skill-based representations (see Section 5.1.2).

under 11 sub-themes (in italics), all of which can be summarized as experiential learning with an
emphasis on observation which we refer to as “eye-and-apply.”
Sometimes they would describe how their observations led to their current behavior, either from a
past experience that enabled learning — a form of cognitive apprenticeship [15] — or an emergent
behavior derived from the observation and interpretation of the game’s rules and framing.
“I found that bad regions on the Rama Map13 tend to stay bad, so it is important to get them nearly
right early in the game.” (P7, Foldit Player)
“Attaching bands by hand seems easier when something is wiggling, so I often wiggle sidechains when
attaching bands by hand.” (P7, Foldit Player)
Part of this process involved gaining an “eye” or intuition for the decision-making, strategizing,
and evaluation (cf. [58]). This included identifying conceptual elements that aren’t visualized in
the game, observing the meaning and interpretation of visual elements, and explaining game states
and actions.
“Harmonious design is good.” (P6, Foldit Player)
“AFTER 5 YEARS of PLAYING FOLDIT I NOTICE I intuitively know rather than understand and play
from how the pattern looks and feels more than from my scientific knowledge, which is apparently
improving but not in conscious ways. The key to my own way of playing foldit is how a pattern looks
rather than knowing why it folded up correctly from a scientific point of view.” (P8, Foldit Player)
13 A

tool in Foldit that allows players to visualize and modify specific angles of the protein’s fold.
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The road to expertise was dotted with discoveries they’ve made of game rules that generalize,
tricks of the trade, strategies, social collaboration, and specific moments of epiphany. Often these
discoveries lead to new or improved strategies. One Eterna player/developer (D5) had an entire
section labeled “Puzzle revelations.”
“Realizing the importance of hydrogen bonds in making good structures from B-strands. Puzzle 630...really brought this idea home.” (P7, Foldit Player)
“AHA! moment with blueprint, if structure failing ideal or scoring low, chirality is probably off and
shifting sheet/loop may fix. Blueprint fixed many a crummy monomer. Another AHA! Curving sheets
often make a higher scoring monomer.” (P8, Foldit Player)14
Importantly, expert players were not learning on their own. They highlight social learning and
socialization as key components of the learning process. This included receiving guidance from
others, collaborating, learning from observation, and having social strategies as well as personal
strategies.
“Group forum... group shares... Wiki top results pictures...” (P6, Foldit Player)
“ask for help in chat... be active in chat” (P13, Eyewire Player)
“Modify designs of other players” (P16b, Eterna Player)
“Joined group and learned from group players about the ways you can do things... Group learning very
important, and a key to my own arc in the game...” (P8, Foldit Player)
“find players who can help you” (P14, Eterna Player)
This includes sharing community-created knowledge such as new terms for common procedures,
new procedures, and the assimilation of external background knowledge. Eyewire players (P11 and
P13) refer to “black spills” as a term they’ve coined for spill-like stains in their labeling dataset. An
example from Foldit is “Space bands (I.e. Bands to empty points in space, AKA Zero Length Bands)”
(P10, Foldit Player).
Social learning is strongly dependent on the use of paratexts, such as player wikis, streams, videos,
and other tutorials or guides, as well as scientific literature and other professional media describing
the topic of the game. Players highlight the importance of (and reliance on) these paratexts for
learning and describe applying paratextual knowledge as a strategy itself.
“further informations: notifications, Eyewire blog, Eyewire forum, Eyewire wiki, Eyewire museum” (P11,
Eyewire Player, punctuation added for clarity)
“The Black Belt Folding videos showed me the value of using the Selection Interface...” (P7, Foldit Player)
These paratexts give expert players critical external background knowledge, such as scientific
terms not introduced by the game, which they combine with their game knowledge to apply to their
decision-making. This knowledge allows them to elaborate on their reasoning or understanding
of the game and model game objects using contextual knowledge. In some cases, background
knowledge becomes a prerequisite for understanding certain game concepts.
14 This quote contains a lot of specialized language for Foldit; however, the reader does not need to understand this jargon.
The point here is the player’s use of “AHA” as linguistic markers for discovery.
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“Hydrophobic: 'Water hating' sidechains...are colored orange...and do not bond well with water... Hence,
most proteins in solution will have hydrophobic proteins facing inwards (away from the outside aqueous
environment)...” (P9, Foldit Player)
“Other [scientific] models exist with different parameters and behaviors” (D6, Eterna Player/Developer)
However, one aspect of background knowledge was considered essential, and that is the importance of understanding “the big picture”, or why the mechanics, dynamics, and aesthetics [42] of the
game — especially the goals — are what they are in the broader context.
“The barebones basics of what even is a protein, what are the rules of folding, and what we should be
looking for when folding... emphasizes the background knowledge needed to understand what even is
"good" in this game... keeping players focused on the big picture....” (P10, Foldit Player)
Yet, knowledge alone is not enough for expertise. Players and developers emphasized the need
for dedicated practice, alluding to soft skills that need to be learned, describing skills that generalize
or transfer through practice, and recounting their own trial-and-error learning.
“...learning by doing experience...” (P6, Foldit Player)
“User sent to practice cube...x5” (D3, Eyewire Developer)
Players also expressed self-reflection, evaluating the performance of tool usage and strategies
and reflecting on personal preferences and common behaviors.
“EARLY game experience: Frustrating tutorials, crappy early beginner puzzle results, stab in the dark
work on some intermediate puzzles, more frustration... Learning what works... My ED [Electron Density]
skills are very poor, but I see them slowly improving...” (P8, Foldit Player)
Ultimately, through a combination of social learning, practice, and reflection, the players gain
the background knowledge and intuitive eye for what works, leading them to apply situational
strategies (hence why we call this particular style of experiential learning “eye-and-apply”). Based
on the situation, experts apply different visualization or gameplay settings (cf. [54]), even referring
to these settings as tools of themselves. They describe a mapping of problems to solutions, often
via if-then rule procedures, and describe the rules and exceptions to those rules. They identify
situation-recognition as a skill and identify the range of possibility space of these situations, or
describe the gradual discovery of this range. This enables them to apply higher-order thinking and
planning to their decision-making.
“If things seem stuck (like when hand-folding), use a low clashing importance to help things move to
where you want them.... Sometimes you have to accept a loss in score in order to raise the score... if
you are making a major change by hand, it often helps to do some wiggling and let the score fall a bit
before starting your next recipe...” (P7, Foldit Player)
In the above quote, for example, the player identifies the non-intuitive strategy of doing something
which results in a lower score in order to get to a part of the solution space capable of reaching
an even higher score. Therefore, intuitive and “greedy” strategies to score optimization would fail
without this expert situation-recognition and higher-order strategizing.
In summary, experts of CSGs are “eye-and-apply” experiential learners. They observe and
experiment, both individually and socially, and then apply situational strategies based on the
procedural knowledge and heuristics they have observed.
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Fig. 3. Examples of describing the process of playing at a surface level. Top left: P3 (Foldit Novice) diagrams
the camera controls and basic mechanics of Foldit. Top right: D2 (Foldit Developer) describes basic skills and
game elements such as “Click mouse,” “General Options”, and “Rotate Camera.” Bottom: D1 (Foldit Developer)
describes basic game elements similar to P3. Surface-level descriptions were most common in developers,
novices, and Eyewire players, though Foldit and Eterna experts occasionally gave surface descriptions as well.
Note that these figures are excerpts from skill chains created by participants.

4.1.2 The Process of Playing. This theme captures how most participants tried to describe the
interactions of playing the game, which is conceptually separate from the skills used to play.
Although experts gave deeper descriptions and novices gave more surface descriptions, most
participants paid a surprising amount of attention to the game’s controls and other procedural
details.
The most common code in the dataset, which became its own sub-theme, was players and
developers describing how the interaction happens at a surface level (Figure 3). This includes listing
the game objects, tools, and available interactions between them (describing the surface affordances),
listing the game rules and overt goals observed, and describing the common low-level player input
controls (those explained by the tutorial and/or used by everyone). This trend in the data was most
common with developers, novice players, and Eyewire players.
Although Foldit and Eterna expert players also described some surface-level interactions, they
more often described how the interaction is understood at a detailed level. This included listing
procedures, strategies, and heuristics for evaluation and decision-making, as well as describing the
uncommon low-level player input controls (those not explained by the tutorial and/or used by a
subset of players).
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Fig. 4. Excerpts from D3 (Eyewire Developer) equating the tutorial with the onboarding experience. Top: the
beginning of the chain procedurally walks through the tutorial experience. Bottom: the developer assumes
that once a skill has been introduced, the player has acquired that skill. Note that this figure is made of
excerpts from a skill chain created by a participant.

“Secondary structure controls....Right click the restructured residues -> Ideal SS... Sheets will require
another sheet to form hydrogen bonds (you can form one by making the protein do a hairpin and go
back the other way)...For design puzzles, secondary structures can alternatively be assigned using the
Blueprint tool...” (P9, Foldit Player)
4.1.3 Tutorials as Passive and Standard. This theme captures that most participants saw onboarding
as a fixed experience. Additionally, novices and developers in particular seemed to share the
assumption that the tutorial was the only onboarding, thus equating the tutorial with the onboarding
experience. This included assumptions that every player experiences the tutorial design as intended
by the developers, assumptions that a concept has been learned (and mastered) as soon as it is
introduced, and assumptions that the end of the tutorial is the end of the learning and onboarding
process. This can be seen in how players and developers consider the divides of the skill chain to
be based on how the tutorial is laid out, how they equate the acquisition of tools (new in-game
abilities) with skill progression, how they procedurally describe the step-by-step flow through the
tutorial (sometimes quoting the game directly), and how their rigorous procedural description of
the skills of the game are dropped beyond the tutorial. See Figure 4 for an example. This pattern
was less common in players with expertise, including Eterna’s player/developers.
The second pattern observed in this theme was participants’ descriptions of a prototypical novice’s
journey to expertise. In considering the tutorials as standard experiences, participants would predict,
assume, or interpret what the game expects of the player, and then describe the discoveries that a
novice player “should” be making. They engage in discussion with a theoretical novice (such as
through Socratic dialogue), raising thoughts from a theoretical novice’s perspective and providing
guidance as if writing for a novice to learn from the skill chain itself. Sometimes the skill chain
would even be structured to be used as guidance for a novice.
“Start: What am I looking at... The Protein (I assume)... Okay, so there’s point’s [sic] and stuff. Gonna
need to raise it... But how do I actually move things?... So this score changes in real time based on what
I’m doing. Noted. I don’t wanna sit here and drag every sidechain though... It’d be pretty tedious and
boring if you had to go through and manually drag every sidechain, so we have the Shake tool! ...
Wiggle is awesome! Why don’t we just use this all the time? ... Situations where Wiggle doesn’t work...”
(P10, Foldit Player)
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Notably, because Eterna’s tutorial structure is different than Foldit’s and Eyewire’s, this subtheme was expressed differently for Eterna chains. Instead of stepping through tutorial levels,
Eterna chains explained that one learns the basic game concepts and mechanics, then learns
the scientific underpinnings of the game and the game dynamics introduced by that, and finally
participates in “lab” challenges for scientific contributions. In this way, the “tutorial” is more spread
out across a player’s journey to intermediate expertise, but was still mostly consistent across all
chains produced by both players and developers. The passivity of the tutorial was also present,
though latently expressed. Through their skill chains and interviews, the fact of learning basic
concepts in the tutorials seemed to go unquestioned. On the other hand, for advanced concepts
which the participants believed were separate from the game’s onboarding (and which are not
present in the tutorial), participants struggled to explain how they learned them, mostly citing
exploratory and social learning.
4.1.4 Knowledge Framing. This theme captures meta-level frames around the skills that participants
described in their skill chains. Specifically, participants attended to the motivations of playing and
used structural markers to provide relational metadata.
Participants frequently framed the skill chain through the lens of motivation. They described
their goals and motivations of play, of science and contribution, of socialization and social rewards,
and of the game systems and game rewards, as well as describing the process of discovering these
motivations.
“User receives points and is shown place on the leaderboard... Motivation increases” (D3, Eyewire
Developer)
“achievements... millionaire milestones...” (P12, Eyewire Player)
“High score... Competing online... Contributing to science...” (P3, Foldit Novice)
Interestingly, despite the frequency of references to motivation for Foldit and Eyewire chains,
there were absolutely no references to motivation in any Eterna chains, both for players and developers. Yet, when member-checked via interview, players (including player/developers) expressed
the same motivations for playing as Foldit and Eyewire players. We expect this omission is due to a
lack of strong gamification elements in Eterna. Although players are motivated by the intellectual
puzzles and scientific contributions, because these motivations are not linked directly to the flow
of “progression” through the game (besides unlocking the “lab” challenges), the reasoning behind
engagement goes unmentioned, as if tacitly understood that everyone knows why they are playing
and so it does not need to be said in a diagram of how to play. However, this result could also be
simply due to the task framing or small sample size. During post-hoc discussions, one developer
wrote:
“It seemed to me that motivations were an answer to the question "Why do/did I learn (skills)", and not
to "How do/did I learn". So it never occurred to me to mention this aspect of the process....” (D4, Eterna
Player/Developer)
The last two findings relate to the structure of the skill chain itself. Unlike traditional skill chains,
in which each node represents a different skill, participants often used a flowchart-like structure
with structural nodes for additional organization. The flowchart approach was used to map the
decision-making process. For example, P8 (Foldit Player) includes nodes “Is it an ED?” and “Is it a
dimer, trimer, etc?” Based on these nodes, we believe these participants were attempting to create a
decision tree rather than a skill chain. This is perhaps because a decision-based approach directly
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follows their line of thinking, whereas a skill chain requires higher-level analysis on their part.
Notably, though, there were no clear circular skill dependencies15 (as flowcharts and decision trees
sometimes have) which might have suggested the need for repeated practice or dovetailed task
variation; instead, all chains with nodes16 were directional acyclic graphs, though they sometimes
had multiple start and end nodes. Structural nodes, such as “Advanced techniques” (D1, Foldit
Developer), “More successes” (D4, Eterna Player/Developer), and “Main Techniques (Hand-Folding)”
(P10, Foldit Player), were used to organize the hierarchical structure of information and to show
relations between concepts. Sometimes titles were given to sections of the chain, such as “Tutorial
Stage,” (P16b, Eterna Player) and “Foldit Design” (P10, Foldit player). As discussed in Section 5.1.2,
these results reveal that skill chains may yet be ill-defined. Despite methodological limitations
about how we prompted participants (also discussed below), our study calls into question what it
means for something to be a skill.
5

DISCUSSION

This study examined the methodology of directly eliciting skill chains from players and developers
for CSGs. In the section below, we address our two research questions, the potential implications
for design, and limitations of the study.
5.1

RQ1: How do players and developers conceptualize the skills gained through play?

Four models of skill chains were observed, though most chains used a combination of models.
The first, used by P2, P3, P13, D1, D2, D4, and D6 could be called tutorial-oriented, as it lays
out the elements based on how they are introduced in the tutorial. The second, used by P1, P5, P6,
P8, P9, P11, P12, P14, and P16a could be called core loop, as it focuses on only what’s involved
in the core gameplay loop. This agrees with the finding from Horn et al. [39] that “skill chains
run together in a core mechanic.” What Horn means, as he explains later, is that the skill chain
tapers and culminates in an overarching goal, which we also saw, as many player chains ended in
something along the lines of get a high score. However, it’s also true that chains in this model focus
on the central mechanics of the game. In the case of Foldit, for example, chains are built around
usage of the Shake and Wiggle tools for resolving the most typical problems of the game’s puzzles.
In this way, several of the participants’ chains resembled flowcharts or decision trees more than
skill chains, since the core loop is based on a web of decisions and actions rather than hierarchical
skill requirements.
The third model, used by P7 and P8 could be called stream of thought, as they include disconnected tips and discoveries that seem streamed from the player’s consciousness. The last, used by
P10 and D2 could be called WYSIATI, or What You See Is All There Is [46], as these skill chains
attempt to include every visible game element, trying to categorize them into a larger structure.
These chains resembled concept maps in how they attempted to draw connections between all
game elements and surface-level concepts.
Across these four models of skill chains, 18 conceptual components (sub-themes) were observed.
Skill chains included knowledge structuring through flowchart structure and structural nodes. They
emphasized the motivations for engaging with the game in the first place and the big picture of
understanding the context of play. The bulk of the chains consisted of the surface process and
detailed process of playing. Sometimes, participants would equate the tutorial with onboarding or
15 There

were two instances of circular flow, both describing gameplay procedures, such as “Shake” and “Wiggle” pointing
to each other, suggesting one may alternate between them during play. However, these instances did not seem to treat the
nodes as skills, instead treating them as steps in a protocol, hence we conclude they were attempting to document a single
procedure.
16 Other submissions included a plaintext list and a spreadsheet.
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frame the skill chain as the prototypical novice’s journey to expertise. Players highlighted social
learning and socialization as a key component of onboarding, especially through references to
community-created knowledge and the use of paratexts. They demonstrated self-reflection on how
their observations led to their current behavior through the discoveries they made and background
knowledge they learned while gaining an “eye” for the nuanced mental models that went into their
decision-making and strategizing. This process required dedicated practice and led to applying
situational strategies, drawing from their wealth of experience on what tools and strategies are
effective in each kind of situation, and what the problem space is.
Ultimately, these results highlight that players and developers typically don’t see the sets of
dependencies between skills. Rather they see the process of progressing and playing from an
experiential perspective.
Interestingly, unlike Horn et al. [39], we did not find that skill chains remained flat (i.e., broad
branching dependencies without much depth in the chain). However, the games examined in this
study were more complex than Paradox, the game they studied. Moreover, our goal was not to
produce a single, comprehensive skill chain that encompasses all elements. Arguably, attempting
to include every element of the game into a skill chain (P10, D2) will result in a mostly flat chain
due to the phenomenon that critical, deep factors are inherently sparse (cf. Zipf’s law, the power
law, or the Pareto Principle [1]). Because of this, complex skill chains will be rare; more commonly,
a game element will have little depth beyond a surface-level description of its purpose.
In comparison to the recent work by Hesketh and Deterding [36], our findings relate closely
to theirs. Both studies found that expertise involves the use of paratexts, exploratory learning,
practicing in different game modes (such as Eterna’s puzzle maker), using add-ons (such as the scripts
in Foldit and Eterna), learning from community content, mastering the basic controls and mechanics,
and learning/applying non-game-specific knowledge (in this case, scientific background knowledge).
These results also agree with the classic case study of Apolyton University, the player-made learning
hub that demonstrated social learning, cognitive apprenticeship, and knowledge organization within
the context of video game expertise [66]. Social learning has also been previously identified within
Foldit by Bauer and Popović [7]. Through post-hoc analyses, they show a correlation between
collaboration (i.e., joining a group) and improved personal performance, as well as a correlation
between early collaboration and increased participation.
5.1.1 Overlapping Conceptualizations Between Players and Developers. One interesting sub-question
of RQ1 is: to what extent do players and developers overlap in their definitions of a skill chain? We
found a large amount of conceptual overlap in skill descriptions between players and developers;
however, the overlap reflects only the way in which the existing tutorial describes the skills, with
no confirmation that the tutorial’s approach captures an underlying truth. The developer chains
mostly equated the tutorial with onboarding by procedurally describing the surface-level process
of playing and going no further than the end of the tutorial. Several chains also expressed an
assumption of what could be called “once-and-done learning,” in which a skill demonstrated once
is assumed to be fully mastered. Similarly in prior work, skill chain developers have used single
behavioral instances of demonstrating a skill to assume that the skill is acquired [47], though other
more player-centric work represents this more gradually [5].
Novice descriptions were similarly at a surface level, which marks a curious connection: developer
chains were more similar to that of novice players than of expert players, with the exception
of Eterna’s player/developers, who were more similar to other experts. Perhaps this is because
the tutorial is designed to reflect how the developer understands the skill chain and the novice
understanding reflects the tutorial. Both developers and novices quoted the game’s instructions
verbatim, and while novices considered mostly surface elements, developer skill chains were entirely
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focused on concrete game elements and interactions. Developers described the game concepts,
visuals, and elements to learn, seemingly concerned only with the core mechanics rather than the
nuanced dynamics that emerge, or the nuanced mechanics that play into the core. This can be
seen in how D3 (Eyewire Developer) procedurally describes the tutorial screen-for-screen, or how
D1 (Foldit Developer) chunks important details into “Game Basics” and “Camera,” whereas Foldit
expert players (P9 and P10) unpack these mechanics in far greater detail.
Eterna player/developers, on the other hand, take time to describe these details, suggesting that
this is not a trait of all developers, but rather of developers without deep expertise at their own
game. One limitation of this observation is that no novice Eterna players were present in this study
for comparison. However, our claim here is agnostic to both the participant’s status as a developer
and which game they are playing: experts provide deeper descriptions and novices provide surface
descriptions. The fact that only Eterna player/developers demonstrate this distinction is an artifact
by the nature that they are the only developers who are also experts in our study.
The surface-level descriptions from novice players are an intuitive finding. The first steps of
learning how to interact are the basic controls: nearly all spatial games begin with controlling
movement. Novice players don’t possess the mental models to elaborate on the game beyond this
(P2, Foldit Novice). This finding agrees with two results of prior work [39]: that novices are quicker
to identify low-level interface and gameplay skills, and that skill chain analyses surface low-level
and pre-existing skills, for example, in descriptions of the controls and fundamental background
concepts that contextualize the gameplay experience, such as motivations for playing and task
overviews.
Expert players, on the other hand, give some attention to the early concepts because they are
pervasive and/or explained often, but they also attend to intermediate concepts that are practiced
often, elaborating on the mental steps to understanding tool usage (P8, P9, P10).
5.1.2 The Ill-Definition of Skill Chains. As alluded to earlier, this work calls into question what the
definition of a skill is in the context of skill chains. Although our prompts for the participants were
open-ended, thus removing the guarantee that we would receive “valid” skill chains, we received
evidence that complicates Cook’s original definition. Namely, according to Cook, a skill chain is
definitionally a hierarchy of skill atoms, each atom containing four components: a player action,
a game simulation, the game’s feedback about the updated game state, and the player’s internal
mental model update [16]. By Cook’s model, skill chains are meant to capture the entirety of player
learning and interaction for “pretty much any game imaginable” [16, p. 4]. Yet, how can we capture
strategies in this model? Or decisions? These, too, are skills that the player needs by the common
definition of skill.
The categories generated in Table 2 are one potential avenue of expansion. By creating new
node types, such as the distinctions between Actions, Procedures, and Strategies, we may be able
to construct more meaningful, nuanced hierarchies of player learning. However, we note that these
categories were generated to explain latent intent of our participants rather than for direct use in
traditional skill chains themselves. For this reason, our categories have conceptual bleed between
skill chain content and the larger cognitive and social contexts of acquiring and sharing expertise.
Guidance and Discoveries, for example, are markers of the participants’ own conceptualizations of
their learning, not skills that can be tracked.
Yet these seemingly ancillary categories represent critical relational metadata needed to adequately explain how skills build on one another. Without the background information on how
participants received Guidance or made Discoveries, skill chains are missing a fundamental context
to make sense of the skills themselves. For this reason, researchers building on this work may be
interested to turn to instructional design models such as Four-Component Instructional Design
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(4C/ID) which offer this kind of nuance in, for example, how 4C/ID uses skill decomposition to
break a complex task into constituent skills and scaffold training with supporting information
[71, 72].
5.2

RQ2: How effective is free recall as a method for directly eliciting the skill chain of
a CSG from players and developers?

Contrary to our hypothesis, free recall seems no more suited to this (more structured) context
than other cognitive task analyses. The skill chains elicited either reflected the existing tutorial
(which does not inherently capture the skills needed to play) or captured errant thoughts from
expert players that do not sum to a coherent hierarchy. Horn et al. [39] similarly found through
their method that skill dependencies were unclear and confounded by level design.
The creation of accurate and thorough skill chains remains a difficult process. However, we argue
that this method has value beyond skill chain elicitation. Rather than being used for generating
skill chains, explicitly asking the players about their expertise provides a window to the forefront
of their minds: what their common core loop is and their most recent gameplay experiences.
Further, direct elicitation provides evidence that although expert players are unable to retrieve a
coherent compilation of their knowledge without prompting, they can retrieve some of the salient
points. Some of the most interesting nodes in expert player chains were disconnected from the rest
of the chain with no connecting edges — yet those nodes were written down as something on the
expert’s mind (P7, P9, P12).
And, as described in Section 4.1.2, the descriptions elicited by free recall can be used for instructing
new players, summarizing the tutorial, onboarding new or external developers, and understanding
the players’ expression and structure of core gameplay information.
It is worth noting here that our method of direct elicitation may have been more suited to elicit
decision trees than skill chains. Different CTA techniques can produce a variety of outputs, and
decision trees (as well as related outputs like process diagrams) are one of the easier forms to
elicit, second only to concept maps [21, 37, 60], which we also saw from the dataset, especially the
WYSIATI chains.
Although this study was not effective at eliciting the expert skills themselves, it was effective at
understanding how players conceptualize skills. For example, P10 (Foldit Player) refers to some
skills as tactics. Earlier during the multi-coder analysis, tactics were considered to be situated with
procedures. Recall also that in related work, tactics were situated as a short-term composition of
actions, of which strategies were composed at the highest level [6]. Moreover, Horn et al. [39]
found that the distinction between procedural and strategy skills was fuzzy. However, based on the
player’s description, there appears to be four levels of action-/decision-making:
(1) Actions are the lowest level of interaction, mapping to a single input or atomic interaction.
Actions have binary success and require minimal physical effort to execute.
(2) Procedures are sequences of actions routinely strung together in a particular order or
combination, such as combos in fighting games or complex maneuvers in platformer games
like triple jumps and wall jumps. Procedures have binary success and can require dexterity
to execute properly.
(3) Tactics are procedures, often longer or more complicated, that are open to interpretation, such
as inputting a combination of actions in which the optimal order is ambiguous, or adjusting
the parameters of an action (such as duration of a button press) resulting in a gradient of
success in the larger context of the tactic, or even choosing which procedure to execute.
Rather than having binary success, tactics can range in effectiveness and can require both
dexterity and cognition to execute.
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(4) Strategies are high-level plans and decisions which inform the tactics used. Like tactics,
strategies can range in effectiveness, though they typically require only cognition to plan
and execute. The dexterity involved comes from the tactics which compose the strategy.
Yet, these descriptors remain ambiguous, and participants likely struggled with this ambiguity as
well while performing the task. Much of the previous work on skill atoms (e.g., [5, 26, 40, 61, 69])
considers only physical-, dexterity-, or declarative knowledge-based skills with outward action
(e.g., pressing a button or inputting the correct answer) but do not describe decision-making in
detail. Is the decision to choose between skills itself a skill? That is, consider the possibility space
where, on one end, choices are strategically unique and have an objective value ordering (thus
having an optimal answer), and on the other end they are strategically identical, differing only
in aesthetics (thus being entirely preference-based): at what point along this spectrum does the
decision change from the player’s preference among similar outcomes to there existing a unique,
correct answer? Once there exists a correct (or even “more correct”) choice, the player’s decision —
we argue — is skill-based and ought to be captured in skill models. Yet, decision-making often falls
within the realm of non-routine problem-solving, while most game skills are routine [30, 31, 72].
This ambiguity is a shortcoming of the current definition of skill chains, and future work can
disambiguate this further.
In the categories developed through the multi-coder codebook thematic analysis, tactics were
ultimately grouped with strategies. However, given how P10 emphasized tactics by name, it is
worth considering tactics as a separate type of skill between strategies and procedures.
Direct elicitation as a method was also helpful for understanding the use of jargon in the context
of game expertise. Jargon was mentioned in three ways: alluding to the language of the game
without defining it (e.g., P5, P11), learning and explaining the jargon (e.g., P9), or making up jargon
to refer to game concepts in a language they understand (e.g., P3, Foldit Novice, calls clashes
“conflicts” and voids “holes”). Although there is not enough evidence to make claims about this
language use, further exploration may lead to a better understanding of the cultural assimilation of
novices with respect to learning and using the language of the game.
5.2.1 Reflections on Methodology. Through member-checking interviews, we discovered that
participants generally spent between one and a few hours on their skill chain, sometimes across
several days. Often, they replayed the tutorial beforehand to refresh their memory on how the
core concepts were introduced, which adds context to the theme Tutorials as Passive and Standard.
During interviews, participants described many more skills than they listed on their chain. When
asked why they didn’t include these details, the same general response was given every time: doing
so would increase the complexity of the diagram exponentially. (Understandably, no participant
expected to need to spend so much time diagramming every minor detail of the game they’ve
played for several years.)
Another trend that emerged through member-checking interviews was an uncertainty about
how to draw the skill chain in the first place. As one developer described:
“First, I’m not sure how to go about vocabulary. I used the word "beads" in the beginning, because
that’s how they felt to me as I started playing, when I had absolutely no idea of biochemistry and/or
thermodynamics. Later, as I understood better what they were supposed to model, I started calling
them "nucleotides" or simply "bases". So the question would be: what vocabulary should we use in this
document? "total noob" or "accurately scientific"? Beside that, I have stopped at the stage where players
can solve challenging puzzles, but the game goes on with increased difficulties, in particular, multi-state
puzzles. Is it meaningful to talk about that in this document? Finally, there’s the whole 'labs' domain of
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the enterprise, but this is no longer a game I think, and participants have vastly different approaches
and experiences with it...” (D4, Eterna Player/Developer)
This self-reflection on the methodology highlights its challenges. Without guidance from a CTA
expert, it is unclear what vocabulary to use or how much detail to add to the skill chain, especially
for the latter scientific aspects of the game. Thus, if one intended to use this method practically,
participants would require guidance on these uncertainties, as CTA protocols often note [21].
5.3

Preliminary Toolkit for Skill-Based CSG Design

Based on this work, we synthesized the categories and themes created into six potential design
suggestions for CSG developers to support learning. This section comes with several caveats. First,
these takeaways are not empirically tested; rather, they represent our own practical interpretations
of the themes generated, which we derived by identifying the ways in which players develop and
articulate expertise and considering what design patterns would promote the observed, existing
learning processes. Second, because we are deriving these implications from a latent analysis
of players’ own self-reflections, this section is focused only on paths to expertise and not skills
themselves; these recommendations should be read as distinct from skill knowledge and the use
of skill chains. Lastly, these takeaways may be limited in generalizability, as it is unclear to what
extent these learning processes extend beyond the CSGs studied.
That being said, from the sub-themes of Experts are Experiential Learners we recommend CSG
developers give the big picture up front to set the groundwork for contextualizing the rest of
the game. This corresponds with van Merriënboer’s Four-Component Instructional Design (4C/ID)
model, which puts the focus of learning on completing whole learning tasks (i.e., the big picture)
from the very beginning of the learning process [72].
Second, embrace social learning and paratext use, such as by adding features to support
player dialogue and integrating external resources into the game proper. Not only is collaboration a
critical incentive to playing CSGs [23, 44, 45], it supports skill practice through peer modeling and
cognitive elaboration [49]. Moreover, both early success and early collaboration have been shown
to correlate with increased participation [7]. Although the causality of this effect is yet unclear
(perhaps more skilled or extroverted players are preinclined to participate), it may be beneficial to
start players with a positive and social experience.
Third, reinforce the intended structure of knowledge, such as through visualization of the
hierarchy of concepts (cf. skill trees in roleplaying games like the Elder Scrolls series [65], which are
used to introduce concepts over time and visualize hierarchical progress). Clarifying the relations
between concepts can help avoid “horizontalization,” whereby each fact or concept is given equal
and sequential attention, which is often disadvantageous to constructing a proper mental model
[49].
Fourth, situate learning within applicable, meaningful contexts, since expert strategies are
most often situational. This can be achieved through tasks designed to test the player’s knowledge
of a particular concept or ability to execute a particular tactic, supported with just-in-time (JIT)
information [32, 71].
Fifth, design for discovery and self-reflection. Discoveries trigger the generation effect [64],
which promotes retention, and self-reflection promotes integration [53, 71, 72]. One way to implement this in design is to teach through active learning or systems exploration, wherein the player
engages in an observe-experiment-evaluate cycle, as opposed to being told by the game what to do
[75].
Finally, encourage practice and learning beyond the tutorial, since novices and developers
seem to equate the tutorial with onboarding. This can be achieved through blended tutorials — as
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seen, for example, in Portal [70] — which blurs the line between where the “tutorial” stops and
the “game” begins. An alternative, complementary approach is designed challenges and practice
spaces, such as chess problems (‘compositions’), sandbox modes, and play vs. AI. These methods
provide supplementary ways to hone skills beyond the entry-level tutorial and encourage learning,
especially in combination with social features as described above. Note that Eterna’s use of the
latter strategy, with its puzzle maker feature, is praised by expert players as a major contributor to
their expertise.
5.4

Limitations and Future Work

First, this work has limits of generalizability. We examined only three games and thus may not
generalize beyond the small niche of CSGs. Moreover, we considered only four novice chains, which
may not have been enough to reach theoretical saturation. On one hand, in Horn et al. [39], the
authors note that skill chain elicitation is quickly saturated, requiring only five participants for
them to reach saturation, so these sample sizes may not be too far from saturation. On the other
hand, the method of Horn et al. was more directed, so an open-ended elicitation method may need
a larger sample to reach the same level of detail. In addition to testing larger samples, future work
may consider a crowdsourced version of this elicitation method, i.e., allowing a crowd of players
to collaboratively build a single skill chain, perhaps with guidance by the CTA practitioners to
develop a consistent vocabulary.
Second, the results produced may be affected by a lack of instruction for the participants. Much
like unaided free recall, participants expressed ambiguity in what output was desired, which led
them to make assumptions about the desired format and content. This was, of course, desirable for
the purpose of an exploratory method, but this ambiguity may affect reliability and reproducibility.
In the case of developers, for example, they described their chains as focusing on game mechanics
and their intentions for the tutorial, rather than other game aspects (such as social components)
or the current tutorial experience. This ambiguity led to our outputs having a variety of formats,
such as flowcharts, decision trees, process diagrams, and concept maps. The diversity of outputs
may therefore be considered an artifact (as opposed to a finding) of free recall which is known to
result in an incomplete representation of tacit knowledge [14, 21]. However, as stated earlier, free
recall was chosen because the present context is more structured and therefore was hypothesized
to have been more suitable to free recall, though it was not. Future applications of direct skill chain
elicitation may consider specifying what is or is not desired as output, with more examples than
were provided in this study.
Third, the qualitative analysis is subject to bias, especially because the primary coder is also a
CSG developer. The coding was performed as impartially as possible but with this bias in mind. It
is for this reason that we provide the dataset and coding audit trail so that our scientific peers may
check and validate this work.
Lastly, the results may also be biased by the effectiveness of the current tutorials. While these
results suggest strong prevalence for social and exploratory learning, especially through the use of
paratexts and trial-and-error, these learning patterns may also be simply indicating a failure of the
current tutorials to provide other means of onboarding. Therefore, future work should examine
whether players are learning in these styles because social/exploratory learning is inherently
effective or because the instructional designs of the tutorials were extremely ineffective, causing
other approaches to be favorable by comparison.
6

CONCLUSION

This work attempted to directly elicit skill chains of CSGs from players and developers via free
recall in order to understand how they conceptualize the skills and skill dependencies of the game.
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We identified nine types of skill chain nodes: Actions, Practice, Procedures, Strategies, Guidance,
Discoveries, Social, Objects, and Motivation. Four major themes were found in participants’ skill
chains: the process of gaining expertise as experts are experiential learners, an emphasis on the
process of playing, a conceptualization of the tutorial as passive and standard, and insights into
the knowledge framing around the skill chains. We conclude that players and developers overlap
partially in how they conceptualize skill chains, both with each other and with existing skill
chain models. Although free recall was found to be ineffective for determining a traditional skill
chain, it still produced implications for CSG skill-learning design based on player and developer
conceptualizations and was able to elicit the core gameplay loops, tutorial overviews, and some
expert insights.
7
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